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NEW QUESTION: 1
When SEC Compliance is enabled, what action can be taken on a
retention period?
A. Deleted with privileged delete
B. Shortened
C. Deleted
D. Extended
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2

A. 3{0-9}\d-210-9]\d-4[0-9]\d
B. \d(9]|'XXX-XX-XXX'
C. ?|3]-?|21-?[3]
D. \d&lt;3)-\dl2|-\d(4)
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
CORRECT TEXT
If there is a custom validation rule on a custom object
Position for the custom text field Location to
make sure that this field is not left blank, then what are the
various ways of bypassing this
validation rule?
Answer:
Explanation:
a. Deactivate the validation rule. b. Provide a value to this
field in the before insert/update
trigger on the Location object if this field has been left
blank.
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